Practical Information : Arrival

LILLIAD - Learning Center Innovation
Avenue Henri Poincaré - 59655 Villeneuve d'Ascq
Téléphone : 00 33 3.20.43.44.20

By metro :

- Line 1
- Station Cité Scientifique - Pr. Gabillard
- For more information, visit: https://www.ilevia.fr/fr/Transpole.

By train :

- From Train Station Lille Flandres
  
  Metro Line 1, direction 4 Cantons Stade Pierre Mauroy.
  Exit at station: Cité Scientifique - Pr. Gabillard.
  20 mn.

- From Train Station Lille Europe or Tourcoing Train Station

  Metro line 2, direction St Philibert.
  Exit station Gare Lille Flandres.
  Take Metro line 1, direction 4 Cantons Stade Pierre Mauroy.
  Get off at station Cité Scientifique - Pr. Gabillard.
  25 min from Lille Europe and 50 min from Tourcoing Train Station (Gare de Tourcoing).

By Car :

- Follow direction Villeneuve d'Ascq - Cité Scientifique 4 Cantons.
- There is plenty of parking available on the university campus.
- Parking P6 is recommended.
By plane:

- Lille has an airport: aéroport de Lesquin (10 km away from Lille city centre).
- By train, Lille is between 45 to 60 minutes from international Roissy Charles de Gaulle Airport.
- Also, not far from Bruxelles Charleroi (served by low-cost and other commercial operators).

Eating on the Campus of the Cité scientifique and in Lille:
à LILLIAD:

- LILLIAD has its own Café with snack called π.
- On the Campus, 5 minutes from Lilliad, restaurant called Ascotel, avenue Paul Langevin; and 15 minutes, several restaurants near Grand Stade Pierre Mauroy.

For further information on Lille, please visit: https://en.lilletourism.com/